Chuo Vision 2025

Chuo University has released Chuo Vision 2025, a ten-year development plan that includes the relocation of the Faculty of Law to downtown Tokyo, the establishment of multiple new faculties, promotion of global initiatives, and development of further excellence in sports. Moving beyond our noted achievements, Chuo University will continue to strive for excellence and develop our historical and newly emerging institutional strengths in order to make a deeper and longer lasting contribution to global society.

Establishing a stronger global presence

To develop individuals possessing global vision and the ability to apply knowledge to practice, who can contribute to society and all humanity.

Mission
Vision
Education
Research
Contribution to Humanity
Campus
Chuo University will offer and expand educational platforms for comprehensive and practical learning that meet the demands of society, and foster individuals who can contribute to humanity.
Chuo will promote professional and interdisciplinary research, providing solutions for complex global challenges.
Chuo will continue to offer and enhance networking platforms for personal connections and collaborative efforts for the betterment of communities and societies through distinctive education and research.
Chuo will construct and continue to develop comprehensive campuses that ensure social value and are committed to leading in the future.

School Management

Chuo will strengthen and enhance its stable foundation of management to secure the resources needed to achieve its plans and ensure continuous renewal.

Global Gateway Chuo

At Chuo University our mission is to nurture individuals who can contribute to the welfare of humankind with a global perspective and the ability to apply knowledge to practice. In order to provide an environment to develop such individuals with global talent, Chuo University opened the Global Gateway Chuo on the Tama Campus in April 2020. Global Gateway Chuo was established to facilitate global education and the research activities of the entire University. It is also expected to play a role as a social interaction venue for international and domestic students. In the main entrance adjacent to the monorail station, there is a wall illustration that exhibits the history of Chuo University and its founders, and a Global Lounge equipped with a large screen display. The classrooms will be used mainly for International Center events and for Faculty of Global Management classes. A multipurpose hall on the top floor overlooking the campus is equipped to host international conferences, lectures, and various events. In addition, the International Residence Chuo (IRC) next door contains 300 student rooms and two apartments for long-term researchers. The IRC offers residents a diverse range of spaces allowing international students and researchers to interact with Japanese students on a daily basis. All residents enjoy a safe and comfortable environment in which they can prepare food, socialize and sleep.

Forest Gateway Chuo

At the entrance to the nature-rich Tama Campus, Forest Gateway Chuo has been established as the new face of Chuo University. This unique space will allow various kinds of ‘wisdom’ to be gathered and shared with society, and provide a fresh venue for social interaction, where students can interact with each other, as well as with businesses and other members of society. The building is designed to enhance visibility, diversity and openness. As part of Chuo’s commitment to the SDGs, wood was widely used to create warm and welcoming spaces, and the structure consumes less than 50% of the energy of standard buildings. In addition, consideration is given to the natural environment to help reduce carbon dioxide. Recently, due to COVID-19, Chuo University is providing various opportunities for students to learn through a combination of face-to-face and online classes. In addition to the specialized facilities of each Faculty, Chuo University aims to greatly expand its state-of-the-art learning in today’s constantly changing environment, utilizing the Forest Gateway Chuo which is fitted for and compatible with digital transformation (DX) strategies.

Campus Development Toward the Relocation of the Faculty of Law to Downtown Tokyo

The Faculty of Law is scheduled to relocate to a downtown Tokyo campus in April 2023. Chuo is cooperating with related institutions and working to advance preparations toward this move.

Reconstruction of the Surugadai Centennial Hall

Reconstruction of the Surugadai Centennial Hall is now underway. The Chuo Law School and the Chuo Graduate School of Strategic Management (Business School) will be relocated to this new building, which will be used as an educational and research facility as well as available for other university-wide purposes. The Hall is expected to be open for use in 2023.